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While Amazon's $10 offer to pick up purchases will reduce shipping costs, it is  not the primary reason for the offer.

Amazon is seeking to increase foot traffic in its stores and gather customer behavior data for strategic planning and
network design.

In addition, this is likely a test rather than a policy given that Amazon does not know which customers will accept the
offer and will need to understand the impact on delivery density, returns and the environment.

Store of knowledge
Amazon accounts for 36.9 percent of all online sales but ecommerce only represents 20 percent of all retails sales
in the United States, so, by increasing its store presence, Amazon can increase revenue.

Through the $10 offer, Amazon will push customers to stores, where 80 percent of retail sales happen, and can start
selling more household consumables and replenishable where competitors such as Target and Walmart have a
dominant position.

Pollen's own data shows that curbside pickup as an additional buy-rate of up to 45 percent, meaning customers are
already in buy-mode when they arrive at the store and walk into the store to buy additional items that were not part of
their curbside pickup.

Target has been adding additional services to their already successful curbside pickup including returns and even
Starbucks in some locations that is quite the "Target run."

As Amazon gains data on the $10 offer, it will understand which customers are more likely to accept the offer, when
and where, and understand which products customers are willing to pick up versus those products that customers
still choose to have delivered.

By understanding the conditions for acceptance, Amazon will be able to tailor the offering as needed to encourage
desired customer behavior.
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This data will be incorporated into its future strategic planning and network design as Amazon will know where it
needs to build additional stores, fulfillment centers, delivery stations, know which items needed to be stocked in
each location, which services to offer in stores, and understand how this offer affects delivery density and route
optimization.

Will it deliver?
Amazon can update its returns process by bringing more customers to its own stores versus sending customers to
other retailers or carrier locations which will further drive in-store buy rates. This will improve the returns process,
especially when combined with in-store pickups.

There is still an opportunity to revolutionize returns from a process to an experience with box-less, label-less pickups
from customers' doorsteps when those customers are not going to a store for pickups. Retailers must offer
experience optionality from buying to returns.

The final mile is expensive and difficult to optimize.

In many ways, faster delivery is its  own worst enemy as faster delivery drives sales but sales drives additional
delivery cost and complexity.

Amazon's $10 offer will provide Amazon insights into when, where and how to mitigate this cycle as changes in
customer behavior will change delivery density and route optimization. This may have unintended consequences as
too many customers randomly accepting the offer may cost Amazon more than $10 each with less dense, less
optimized routes.

Amazon will likely contemplate the environmental impact of all these changes from increased store footprint to
more customers driving inefficient, point-to-point miles and potentially less optimized delivery routes. Amazon has
a stated Net Zero goal by 2040.

AMAZON, TARGET AND Walmart are involved in an interesting strategy intersection with delivery capabilities and
store presence that will continue to benefit customers in the short-term.

The challenge, however, is  if Amazon, Target and Walmart and other retailers continue to build their own
capabilities and infrastructure without overlying existing supply chain infrastructure, customers will have a
confusing array of non-interoperable apps and experiences.

Christian Piller is cofounder and chief commercial officer of Pollen Returns, Atlanta. Reach him at
cpiller@pollenreturns.com.
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